
Welcome class! 

Here you will find a full explanation of plurals as we saw on zoom last class.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What are plurals nouns? Plural nouns are used when we want to talk about more than one noun in a sentence.  

1. Add –s 

When do we add just the “s”? we add only letter “s” when we talk about a regular noun, we form plural adding just the 

“S” in most nouns, except the exceptions that we will see below.  

 

2. Add –es  

We add “es” to those nouns that end with the following letters: S – CH – SH – X – Z - O; for example:  

“I have one box” the plural of box would be: “I have two boxes” Why boxes and not boxes? Because the word box 

finishes in “x” so according to the rule, we have to add “-es” BUT, when a noun finishes in “O” and before that we have 

a vowel, then we just add “s”: a zoo – two zoos; one radio, two radios. If it’s a consonant before the “O”, we just ad “-

es” example: “One hero, two heroes” 

 

3. Add – ves  

We add –ves to the nouns who finish in the letters “f” or “fe”, to form the plural, we take away the “f” or “fe” and we 

add –ves instead.  

For example: “I see one knife” the plural would be: “I see two knives” here we took away the ending “fe” and we 

replace it for “-ves” 

 

4. Add –ies 

When a noun finishes with the letter “Y” and before that we have a consonant, we take away the “y” and we replace it 

by the ending “ies”. For example:  “I like one city” the plural would be: “I like two cities” here we took away the letter 

“y” and we replace it by “ies” because the letter before the “y” is a consonant: C I T Y.  

If the noun ends with a “Y” but the letter before is a vowel, we just add the “s”, like the word “key”, the letter before 

the “y” it’s a vowel, so we just add “s” for the plural “One key – two keys” 

 

5. Irregulars 

Irregulars are the ones who completely change when we form the plural (see the box above) and also the ones that do 

not change at all to form plurals. Unfortunately there are no rules for these words and you will have to learn them by 

heart.   

 


